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lo .Description ef the fests'o
In 1939- David Weehsler published the first form ef
his adult- intelligemee test ealled the Bellevue lntelligen.@e- -■
Examination^

Psychology had .needed a test for intelligenee

on the adult level and this■test was heralded as a great
step forward in the. field of. human measuremento

-In 1944

this Bellevue Intelligence Examination was revised and at ’.
the same time was renamed the Weohsler^Belleyue Intelligence
Seale Form I.since almost simultaneously a comparable form.
Form II, was published <> The purpose behind the publication
of Form' II was to have another test of the'same type as
Form I which ©ould be used as-an-altefnate:f ofia<.;;, These
two■tests were generally accepted and were soon in wide: spread- use for the measurement of■adult intelligence Q The tests were made up. of 11 .subtests which Weehsler.
(14 j 15) and Rapapert (11)., among others $, feel test dif
ferent aspects of mental acuity6 . The tests were, first
divided into two main groups 9 those giving a'Verbal Intelli
gence Quotient and those giving a. -Performance Intelligence
,Quotient A- The Verbal subtests are Information, Semprehemsi@m,

AritJametiej, Similarities9 Digit /Span an<l Tocafeularyo

The

Perf.ormanee sm'b'tests are Digit Sjni"bol9 Picture Completion^
Bleok Design9 Pietmre Arrangement and:Object Assembly0
It has been found that there is mere to he gained fr@m
the use.'of. the test than' just a measure, ©f intelligenceo
It has been felt (1$, 2 $, 3? 5$' 69 7 9 8 :? B 9 109 11$, 12, ,15,
14$, 15) that by analysing the subjectvs subtest pattern
scatter, a clinician can have one more indication' of the
sub.j.eot^s. neurotic or psyehotle type or tendencies o In
other words, high scores: on some subtests and. low scores
on other subtests or great divergencies from the mean weighted,
score are felt to be clinically Imdleatlveo
In the lanuals: for the 'fechsler-lellevue Intelligence
Bxamination (14) and for the Weeksler-Believme Intelligence
Beale Form I (15), (hereafter referred to as W~B„I),
Wechsler published the empirical findings about subtest
scatter patterns and their clinical aspects for the two
testso

'

:-

-

In March 1955 Wechsler published the latest revision
of ,his' Bellevue Intelligence' lxamination<>

Shis time he

published only one form of the test which he calls Ike
Wechsler Adult Intelligence.Scale' (hereafter referred to, '
as the WAIS)o ,Ihe WAIS is superficially only, a modern ■
version of the W=B I and the W-=B II o Its eleven subtesfs
have the same names and purportedly test the same aspects
©f mental acuity <> On the surface the only changes would

'

3

seem to fee e. modern format ^ a replacement of out^of-^da.te ..
iteHi© p a test, that is far easier to seore and the addition.
of many easier items,fbr testing lew inteHigenee levels o
Weehsler must have thought this to fee the ease als©9
■feeeause in his Prefae@ to the WAIS Manual he makes' the
followlmg .statement .(13$ $>«>' iy) 8

■

Omitted [fT&m this Manual for the WA1§] is the
■greater part ©f the material contained in the
' ■ 'She Measurement -of.Adult'.imtelligemee and in
partieular the extensive diseussien ©f the- nature ■
. of intelligence9 the signifieanee of the separate
subtests 9 and the development and evaluation ©f‘
'
the. Soale c's diagnostic -amd olinioal applications fhese have: been omittedji] firsts in order to keep .
the Manual to'minimal size sinoe it is intended
primarily .for ••day to:,day testings and see end 9
beeause I assume that those who will use the
revised Seale will either already, possess, a ,
:
eopyof the book [Manual for the W~B Xj or have ■
\
aeeess to this neeessary supplementary teast 0
.' . ,
.She implication in-; the sentenoe.9 ® 00o and the development:and evaluation ©f the"Seale°s diagnostic and clinical
applieations o® 9 is that the WAIS may fee interpreted clinical'
ly fey the use of the Manual for the W-B lo

IIo -Validation of Qlaims for Glinical
from the.-feats <,

'

5hose 'people who. use the W-B I- for clinical .diagnosis
are generally adherents to one of two theories or to a
eomfeination tf the-two theories 0 ifhe first theory maintains
that.neuroses 9 psychoses and organic syndromes are•aeeom=
panied fey actual9 physical Changes in the brain of the

p@rs©n involved and that these changes are.reflected by
irregularities in test performance (ij, 2 s, 3 $ 59 7$, 8« 9$,
m r 11, 15* --149.19)a, Those" adhering to the second theory
say that neuroses-s, psychoses and organic syndromes are
■accompanied by changes, in personality which are'.reflected
directly by the irregularities.; in test performance (Ij, 2 ?
3s> 5» 7? 8? 9? .101 11 j, 13 ® 149 15) o This second view ©onnet es no physical change in the brain of the person involved»
These two theories need not be mutually exclusive^ but
most workers in the field tend toward one view or the othero
Evident in both ©f them is one point ©f agreement o This is
that neurosesg psychoses and organic conditions affect the
individual in such a way that he performs irregularly in
the’test sitnation &' In ether ;.is©r&s;
> that some mental func
tions are impaired and others are net$, indeed^, that they
may even b e .improved = Basie to.an analysis of personality
in terms: of relative strength and weaknesses is the idea
that mental abilities are.8 without impairment by "znaladgustive
faeters 9 approximately equal in’an individual =■•
.Wechsler9s findings concerning.the elinieal usage ©f .
his Bellevue Intelligence Examination were first published
in the second edition, of his Measurement of Adult Intelligence in 1941 (.14)»

This diseussion appears in almost

identical form in the W-B I Manual which appeared in, 1944
(15) o- When he •published WA1S.$ Wechs ler included no inf or- :
mat ion on clinical analysis

but said that the ■WAIS .would

-

■
.
.
5
eonform t© .tte stanS.ar5.s for elimieal usage applidaMe t©
the.,W-B .lo

:;

..

'

:
'

Weehsler (15? p« 146) maintains that "Whenever a mental:d.is0ra.er prodmees a, ehange In the iadlviSmal*s funetioning
eapaeltjp -the resio.ltant less is generally not uniformj, hat
affeets eertain abilities more than-©thers®®
■ After storing and determining whether or not a subjeot1,s
test, has sigmifleantIj’varying :smhtest ©@©re,s9. the examiner
is to tell by inspection of a table (15? p® 150-151) which
elimieal .pattern is most closely approximated by the su.b—’.
je@t rs results ,. The basis of this table is 9 Weehsler says $
(15 9 p 0 152)> wa prior demonstration of the existence ©f
established associations or correlations between particular
test 'isigns 1 and •disease.:entities p:® . He (15? p 0 152) admits
that.®$he extensive'statistical wprlc required for such
correlations has., only barely begun? but we have accumulated
sufficient clinical experience with the Bellevue Seale t©
warrant a presentation..of'certain empirical findings' which
we believe will be of use to the,- clinician in his attempts ■
at diagnosis p® ' '
At presents), methbds for analysing scatter .patterns are
met accepted by many authorities-e

A review of:recent lit-_

erature on the subject- produced no figures to statistically
verify the value of the method®

fet the method is often

fruitful and often used as part of a battery of diagnosti©
instruments o

'

'fwenty years ago the Staziford-Binet was being .subjected.

to a similar type of analysis ;
:(7)° Today 5, clinically ori
ented interpretation ©f the Stanford-Binet is frowned upon
by many9 yet it too, in the hands- of a skilled elinieian,

is a useful diagnostic tool to substantiate da-ta 'or opinions
gained from other sourees =>

;

fhe most definitive study employing scatter analysis as
a elinieal diagnostic tool .was. done at the. Henninger Founda
tion under the direction of David lapaport (11)Q

This study

used the' Bellevue.:Intelligenoe Examination as one 'of a
battery of tests administered to each of a group of sub-

•

jeots o Although differing somewhat in the theory of what
is.measured by each .of the subtests, lapaport essentially ./
used Weehsler6s oriteria for elinieal diagnosiso

The results

of this ■study are summed up by lapaport '(119 Y.olo 1 9 p 0 300) g
"It is the experience of the present authors that the
scattergram of the Bellevue Scale is definitely diagnostic
in 30-40? of/the eases; in another 30=-40% the scattergram,
though by n© means conclusive, offers indications of the
diagnostic direction; in the rest of the eases the scattergram is altogether.ineonelusive 0w
Unfortunatelys ©ther psychologists who have tried to
duplicate iiapapertg@ work (.2, 3, 10) have" not attained as
good resultso

Armitage (3) compared results obtained from.

the Wechsler.Mental Ability Seale» the W-B II, with results
obtained from several other testsr

■ He

concluded that: ®$he•V "

.

KAB fllental Ability Scale]' was. found to, be differentially,
diagnestle in 40% ©f all/types/of eases and to show definite

trends in an additional 30%$> but only if the total behavior
was considered o' •If the scatter pattern1alone was used it
was found that one could be sure in only 18% of the records
and get some, indication in but 20% moreo®

(39 po 13)»

Today scatter analysis is an acknowledged9 if mathe

matically unsound $ adjunct In clinical:diagnosiso

Perhaps

the factor common to all situations in which this type of
analysis is made is the presence of 'a skilled clinician
rather than any particular test- or methodo

/

.

STATEMEIf OP IKE PROBLEM
Bo college students who show one partieular subtest
scatter pattern on the Weehs2er=Bellevue Seale Form I show
the same pattern on the Weahsler Adult Intelllgenee Seale?,
Is there enough similarity between the tests for performance
on one test to Brediet performance on the other?

Are the

results, .from the. two tests so similar that they earn be
interchanged, and judged by the same criteria?
If. these questions can be answered in the affirmative?
.then Weehsler is justified in implying that the WA1S may
be clinically interpreted by applying the standards for

interpretation that _are found in the W~B I Manuals

If these

questions must be answered in the negative? then one or
both tests must be,in error or new generalizations must be

MEfliBS OF STFBT.
subjeets f.or t M s :experiment were 50 e<
stmflents from the various, colleges of the University of
Arigon&f 25 were males anfl 25 were females o The age range
was 17 through 19 years«':All ,©f •the;euhgeets'tiseS »"rolBn~
teereS their serviees and the majority mere enrolled in
the year elementary oomrse in psyehologyo

\

Bach sti'bjeet took two tests 9 the. W-B; I .and the. WA1SS
with an interval, of one week between tests o. fhe tests were
administered in the presoribet manner0 Half the
took the ¥=1 I first' and half the smbjeets took the
firsto

.

-

9

HBStefS

$he;re suit s of this study may be divided, into four
main categories» The first category includes the mean

.

Intelligence Quotients and the standard deviati.ons. .©"btaineS.
from the W-l I and the WAlS| the second category includes
the correlations between the Intelligence Quotients obtained
:
'■ .
' ■
'' '
.■ ■
:
using the W^B 1 and the 'VAIS? the-, third category inelmdes
the rank order correlations for the subteat scores- on the
W»3B I and the WA1S;. and the'fourth category includes an
analysis ©f significant deviations' of subtest scores on
the two tests*

.. ■

,

''

: I o' Means, and Standard -BeYlatlons of the
intelligenee'.Quotients: ©btained Prom
'
..

. the

and the lAIga

In fAlll: I are shown the -mean ,Intelligence -'Quotients ■■

©btained from- the W=»l l -and: the WAISo

Evident from the

■Sable is -the fact: that subjects generally scored lower on
:the VAIS', than on- the V^B

She difference' is negligible'

between the means on the Verbal Scales 9 but lt::ia 'slgmifi^
cant between the means of the Berformanee and lull Scale
•Scores o'
ihe difference'in mean lull Scale Intelligence Quo--

' '

: 10-

' '

■ " ■ ' '■

'

TABLE I*

Scale

Mean IQ
W-B I
WAIS

Mean Intelligence Quotients and Standard Deviations.

SD

Difference
in Means

CR of Dif
ference in
Means

W-B I

WAIS

Dif
ference
in SD

Fisher
"tw

Full

129.14

123.50

5.64

13.79^

8.91

9.42

0.51

0.35

Verbal

124.16

123.98

0.18

.507

9.36

11.22

1.86

1.95

Perf.

125.60

119.42

6.18

11.08*

9.78

10.53

0.75

0.54

♦Significant at the 1# level of confidence

tients is 5 =84 points Q The mean Full Seale:Iritelligense
Quetiemt ©a the WAIS is 123o50 with a standard deviation ©f.
9 e42 $, whereas the mean Full Seale Intelligence Quotient oh
the W=B 1 is 12S;ol4 with a standard deviation of,8<,91°
fhe orltleal ratio of the differenee hetween the means of
the Eull-Seale.Intelligence Quotients for the two tests is
13®79-0

This is significant at the one percent level ©f

confidence’o When the variability is. 'compared, there is ■ •

found to be.little difference between the standard devia
tions sin@e the Eisher ®t® for the difference between the
standard .deviations from the means is only ©<>55 which is .

The difference in.mean Verbal Seale
tients is ©o18o The mean Verbal Seale 'Intelligence -Quotient
■ ;. -

Vi..

; -v; ■ -

v ; ■ .■ ■ .

.

@n the WAIS is 123 o-9@ with a standard -deviation, of 11 o22 8 ;
whereas the -mean Verbal Seale. Intelligence Quotient on the
W-l 1,is 124016\.with a standard deviation ©f .9o-3So

The...

eritieal rati© of the Sifferenee between the means of the
Verbal Seale 'Ihtelligehee Qmetients for.the two tests is
0°507°

This is not significant« A eomparison ■of the varia

bility indieates little .-difference" since'.the Eisher rof99
value, for the -'difference between the standard deviations
is ■l-d,95o ':-This- is .not :;Sigmifi@ant» .

..

.•

The difference in means for the Performance Scale
Intelligence Quotients' Is 6 olS.p o i n t .' The ■mean Perf ormanee
Scale Intelligence Quotient on the WAIS is 119°42 with a

standard :
,€efiatian. of 10 =55 s. whereas the mean Performance
Seale In.telligenee Quotient on the W=B I is 125 o60 with a
standard deviation of 9,78a

The eritieal ratio of the

differenee between the mean Performance Seale Intelligence
Qmotients for the two- tests is ,11«OSo
at the one pereent ;level'©f eonfidenoe-o

Shis is significant
When the variabil

ity is ©omparedj there is found to be little difference
between the standard deviations sinee the -Fisher wt” for
the differenee between the standard deviations from the
means is Go54 whieh is far from significant,

II o Oorrelations Between the Infelligen.ee
Quotients Obtained -Prom the $w© Tests,
The correlations between the:Intelligenee Quotients
©btained from the two tests indicate that there is doubt
as to the validity of measurement, This is particularly
noticeable in the ©©rrelat1 onof ,321 between the Performance
Scale Intelligence Quotients, The correlation coefficient .
of >554 for the Full 'Seale Intelligence Quotients 'is als©
im the doubtful area9 but the correlation coefficient of
o746 for the Verbal Scale Intelligence Quotients gives one
more confidence, .

.

; 1 ';. . .

-

IXXV

lank Order Correlations Between
W-B X and WAXS Subteat Seorea o

fo eheek WeehsX@r?s impli'eation (X^?

It)

that the

snbtest ‘
seatter pattern weuld be the same for each suhgeet
on Both tests« the:rank order correlations (rh©) were
eomputed for each suhjeet =
. fAlll XX shows.the pereemtile distributions for rho0
As ean he se@n9 the range of values for the population
tested ■is from =o35© to 4-^884 with a median value of 4*527o
$w© subjects have values above 4-085 and three sub jests have
values which are negative« ©nly 15 of the 50 @orrelation
eoeffioients are signifieantly-greater than zero at the 5$
level of confidence and only 8 of the 50 are sigaifieantly.
greater than zero at the 1$ level of eonfidenoe0

X¥o

A n .Analysis of Significant Devia
tions of ■
.Bubtest Scores on the

-

. 'W-B X and on the WAXio
In the Manual for the 1=1 X (15 ? p 0 149) » Weehsler

gives what he. calls a ^rule of thumb6'
8 method for mathe
matically determining whether the weighted score for a
subtest is significantly different from some standard value
for the test o

:

; •

If the Bull Seale Intelligence Quotient achieved by

an individual is between 80 and 1109 then one arbitrarily

15

TABLE II*

Percentile Distribution for Rho*

Percentile

Rho

100

.884

98

.882

96

.8205

94

.818

92

.805

90

.786

80

.694

70

.600

60

.564

50

.527

40

.411

30

.343

20

.241

10

.101

8

.052

6

-.045

4

-.336

2

-.350

Median

.527

take'^ any weigte.t@i’seere two peiats. feelow' or two points
above, the mean subtest value as aignifleant o
TABLE III is a reproduetIon of Subjeet 340s achievement
reeordo. On the. WA1S her Full Seale IQ is 108o This arbi
trarily makes any sufetest significant which is two points
above or two points below her mean weighted seore» Her , 1 .
Full Beale weighted seore is 120$) which gives a mean, weighted
score of 10o9°

Since’the sufetest weighted scores are whole

mumfeefSs this is reunded off to 11, - Any sufetest which has
a value of 9 or less $ ©r of 13 or more is, therefore $,
signifieanf,;

There•are 5 subfests whose weighted score

values are 9 or less, ©r 13 or moreo

Thus there are, using

We©hslerf'.s criterion$> 5 significantly different sufetest
scores.

The sufetests having significant values are Infor-

mat!onp Gomprehensi©n$, Vocabulary $, Bigit Symbol and Picture
Arrangement o :’ .
.

.■ ■ ■ /

For Full Seale. Intelligence Quotients above 110 or

below 80$, Weehsler derived another method (15$, Po 149) for
mathematically determining whether or not the difference
in sufetest scores is significant0 For these9 the mean
sufetest weighted score is divided fey 4 and any scores fall-,
ing outside this range, are regarded as slgnifieantly differ
ing from the average trendc
Subject' 34 attained an Intelligence Quotient above
110 on her second test $, thus her data can again fee used
as an example o

On the W-B I the' Bubject % Full Scale

■

17

TABLE III.

Reproduction of Subject 34*8
Achievement Sheet•
Weighted Score
WAIS
W-B I

SUBTEST
Information

13*

12

9*

15

Comprehension
Arithmetic

10

13

Similarities

11

17*

Digit Span

12

11*

Vocabulary

13*

10*

Digit Symbol

12

9*

Picture Completion

11

14

Block Design

11

14

Picture Arrangement

15

9*

Object Assembly

16

12

Weighted Score
W-B I
WAIS

WAIS

IQ
W-B I

Verbal

68

65

111

123

Performance

52

71

103

128

Pull Scale

120

136

108

129

♦Subtest scores differing significantly from the mean
weighted score.

18

weighted se©r@ is 136 whieh gives a,n average weighted score
©f 13 e6 rounded off to 14 *

Since the mean weighted score

is 14$, the quotient of 14 divided hj 4 is 3*4 whieh rounds
off t© 3 o -Zhis determines which suhtest weighted scores
are significantly different from the mean weighted score o
fhus any subtests with a weighted score of 11 or less 9 ©r
17.or more are signifieantly different from the mean weighted
score o fhere are three -subtests with weighted score values
of-11'or less 9 or I? ..or more o fhere fore there are 9 on
Weehsler9s ■grouads 9 three-, suhtestiseores differing •sig
nificantly :from the average o .She significant suhtest scores
are for Similaritiesj Digit Span and Voeabulary0
■.This procedure;just described was followed for each
of the subjectso

In.additionP the .significant differences

were inspected to see if the same subtest scores are sigmificahtly different :on both the 'f=>1 I and the WAIS and tssee.if this difference is in the same direction (both'
.significantly different above the mean weighted score or

below the mean weighted score )>, .
Smbject 34 is' aehieyement
!

;

'

■

.

'

.

may again be usedas an .
. ■ /

.

@n the W~B I the Full Sdale;IQ is.derived from IQ
subtests although 11 subtests
are administeredo Six of.
the 11 subtest ts weighted scores, are prorated to a value ■. '
for five subtests to give'the Ferbal" IQ 0' fhis sum for five ■
subtests is s in turns added to the. sum for the five .
■Per
formance subtests to .give.;a Full Seale IQ based on 10
subtests a
.

. . .

:

...

■

■

.

•

■ .

..

'

29

example o On both tests woahulary seores differ-, slgnifieantly from the average score 5, but the difference cannot
he said to be the same for the two tests =, On the WAIS it
is significantly above the mean and on the W-B I it is
signifieantly below the Hean>

Thia would point toward a

different syndrome in eaeh easea /
A summary of the subtests which had scores signifi
cant ly differing.', from the .me ah i.weighted scores "is found in.
fABLB I V o © n e hundred tests were administeredo

Bach test

was:made up of 11 subtests« Therefore9 there are 1200
separate subtest weighted spores available e Of the H Q ©
subtests, 232 had weighted scores which differed signifi
cantly from the mean weighted score

Of these 232 smMests .

which had weighted scores differing significantly from the
mean weighted score, 42 subtests .©r .36o5^ were the same
and in the same direction for the W—1 I and. the .WAIBt

20

TABLE IV*

The Number of Subtests Which Had
Scores Differing Significantly
From the Mean Weighted Score•

W-B I

WAIS

Total

Same Sub
tests on
Both W-B I
and WAIS#

io of Sub
tests the
Same on
Both W-B I
and WAIS#

Males

50

59

109

22

40.5

Females

59

64

123

20

32.5

109

123

232

42

36.5

Total Popu
lation

♦Scores Differing Significantly from the Mean in the Same
Direction.

e0l@LWSI.01S M l BISOWSSIGH
lo

The meam Berformanoe and Full Seale Xntelligenee

Qmotiemts ofetainei. from the WAIS are slgnlf 1os„ntly lower
than those obtained from the 1=1 I®

The mean Verbal ln»

telligenoe Quotients•for the two; tests are not .significantly.
different°
2o

The oorrelatlons between the Verbal Intelligence

Quotients (o746) for the two tests is satisfactory®

The

oorrelations between the Performance (<>321) and the Full
Seale (o554) Intelligenoe Quotients obtained from the two
tests So not give' an indication of; validity »
;' 3 o ©f the 50 subjects tested ^ only 15 had, rhe values
significantly greater than zero at the 50 level of coafidenee $, and only 8 had. rho values signif leant ly greater than
zero at the 10 level ef eonfidenee o Thus-it would sees
that a similar subtest pattern can be predicted for the
same subject on the two tests only 170 ©f the time ®

' . .-

4o Out of the 110Q subtests that were administered $
232 had scores that differed 'significantly from the mean
weighted scores= Only 36o50 of these 232 subtests which ■
had significantly varying values are the same for both the
W-B I .and the WAIS ami are significantly.different in the
same direction#
A;comparison of the mean Intelligence Quotients ©b-

•

.taiaefl, ia .this stufly shows the..

I means for the. ferhalg .

.Performance and lull Seale lEiteiligeaee Quotients' to he

higher- than those, obtained from the WAISo

From the eom=»

parison made in $ABLB Y 9 it can be seen that the predieted
Intelligence Quotient on the WAIS for an Individual who
achieves 'am IQ of 115 or above ©n the W-B I would be slightly
higher than that obtained from the older measure o Borty*
eight of the 50 subjects employed in this,study achieved
IQ?:S' ©f 115 or above on the W=»B I a Thus the. expected average
Intelligence Quotients would be higher for the WAIS than
for the, W«=B 1 0 This is also irme since the WAIS has a
higher top possible Intelligenee Quotient than the older
test and some subjects attained enough top weighted scoreson the W=-B 1 to materially lower their Intelligence Quo
tients o

'

fhe .differenoe- between the-mean Verbal .Xnteiligenee ;
Quotients obtained from the two tests is not signifioant«
fhe difference between the.mean Performance Seale Into H i -

:

gen.ee Quotients and the difference between the mean lull.
Scale Intelligence Quotients obtained from the two tests
are significant 0 The large difference in Performance means
can not be attributed to praetioe effects since the situa
tion was such that half the subjects took the W-B I first
and half of them took the WAIS first., logically then. we. ' ■
would expect the practice effects to cancel out o
■ The■correlation of .746 between the Verbal Scale
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TABLE V.

Relation of W-B I and WAIS I Q ’s
to Percentile Ranks

Percentile
Rank

99
97
95
90
80
75
70
60
50
40
30
25
20
10
5
3
1

1

(15)

2

(13)

Equivalent ,
IQ - W-B I -L

130
125
123
118
113
110
108
105
101.4
98
94
91
89
81
73
68
59

Equivalent
IQ - WAIS 2

135
128
125
119
112
110
108
104
100
96
92
90
87
81
75
72
65

'v
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Intelligence Qiaotiente probably reveals that the,two tests
are measuring the same thing since the group of subjects
msei. was select and since any existing practice .effects
would tend to. lower the correlations0 fhe.correlations
between the Performance and Full Scale Intelligence Quo
tients leave much to be desired®

fhe correlation between

Performance Scale Intelligence Quotients is only 9321*
fhis is obviously low even considering the extemmating
ciremmstances discussed above®

fhis low. value may;be due

partly to such other factors as the introduction of new
items, differences in the scoring of items which are the
same on the two tests $ differences in the order of admin
istering the subtests 9:differences in time limits % an#
differences in'the performance required to obtain a time
bonuso: She .differenses indicate that either one or both
©f the tests must be doing a relatively poor job of measur
ing performance ability amd.g.primarily on this basis9 also '
yielding a poor measure' of total intellectual ability =,
fhe rank order correlations.obtained when weighted
scores on,the various,smbtests of the two tests were corre
lated with one another are also disappointingoV Only 15 out
of 50 such correlations are sigmifioantly greater than zero
:in a positive direction and 3-out of 50 were found to be '
negative ® fhis trend,might possibly be excused since many
of these differences in weighted scores might be so small,
as to be' regarded as insignificant®

fherefore9 a comparison

■
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of:;significantly varying scores may "be more important o
This., also$
, results#' in indications of a very lew level of

agreemento

A total of 232 subtest scores differed signifi

cantly from the subjects6 mean subtest score but only 56o5%
of these were common to the two tests =
©ne is led to the conclusion that the two tests are
not interchangeable with one another for the purpose of
scatter analysis o Againg. there is no way of determining

'•

without further'study which of■the two tests9■if eitherf
yields the more valid results» ©are should be'exerted in
attempts to use generalizations whioh apply to the W-B I
in any analysis of data from the WA1S,

It would appear

that the logical type of decision that subtests seem to
measure the same things oahnot be used as an indication
that they do se.

Perhaps different level scores on the same

scale measure different things. a.nd scatter analysis must
be reexamined and restandardized for various intellectual
levels and clinical groupso

•

sme

lo

Ai y

Fifty college students^ 25 males and 25 females

from 17 'through 19 years of age 9" took the Weehsler-Bellevue
Intelllgenee Beale Form I and Tke Weojasler ASult Intelllgene© Beales half took the W-B I first and half took the
WAIi first o

' ■■ '

'

■ ""

. 2 o The mean Performance Intelllgenoe Boale Quotients..
am# the mean Full Seale Intelligence Quotients were each six points lower on the .WAIS than on the 1KB !<,

There was

no significant hifferemee between the,m@an Jerhal Seal®
Intelligence Quotients»■
The correlations between the Intelligence Quotients
/Obtained from the three scales are <,746 for the Verbal
Scales p c,521 for the.Performance Scales and <,554 for the
Full Scales 0
.•

4o

.

.

The correlations between the ranked; scores of the

'subtests for the two tests were very disappointing& ©nly
30^. of the rhe value's were significantly greater than zero
at the 5$ level ©f confidence9 and 6% were in the negative
directiono
5o

.

■

;

Analysis of the significantly varying, subtest

values was very disappointing alsOo

Only 56o5^ of the

significantly varying valmes.were in the same aireetion
and for the same.subtests on both the 1KB I and the lAISo
"

' ••
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6o: flie eonelusiom .wa.s> then9 that the two tests .were
not the same and therefore mot -Interchangeable for diagnostic
purposes »".■

. '

..

:

.
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